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THE DUAL RING TO A CORING WITH A GROUPLIKE

MARK KLEINER1

ABSTRACT. A matrix problem is that of the classification up to isomorphism

of induced comodules over a coring with a grouplike. To define such a problem,

using a more familiar language of induced modules, one wants to know what

ring is dual to a coring with a grouplike. The answer is given in this paper.

We need to recall some definitions from [8].

Let A be an arbitrary ring with a unit.   A A-ring is a A-bimodule A together

with two A-bimodule homomorphisms m: A i

following diagrams commute:

m ® id.

A and i:A—+A such that the

A ®A ®A
A   .    A

-+A
i® id

id. ® m m

A ®A
A

->A

A A-coring is a A-bimodule C together with two A-bimodule homomorphisms

p.: C —» G(8>a G and e: C —* A which make the dual diagrams commute. An element

g G C is called a grouplike if p.(g) = g® g and e(g) = 1.

The purpose of this paper is to describe A-rings dual to the corings having a

grouplike .

While such rings may be of interest elsewhere, our motivation comes from the

theory of matrix problems, i.e. the problems of classifying certain collections of

linear maps under the given sets of admissible transformations. A precise definition,

various properties, and examples were first given in [5, 7] using the language of

representations of differential graded categories (DGC's). Then it was shown [6]

that one can describe every matrix problem by a certain coring, and later the

following algebraic formulation was found [4]. A matrix problem is the problem of

classification (up to isomorphism) of induced G-comodules over a A-coring G, i.e.

C-comodules of the form C <8>a M, where M belongs to a certain full subcategory

of the category of left A-modules.

In one important special case a dual ring to the coring C exists. Let X* =

HoniA(Ar, A) (Y° = HomA°p(F, Aop)) denote the set of homomorphisms of a right

A-module X into A (Aop-module Y into Aop). The following statement is proved in

[8, Proposition 3.2, p. 398 and the Dual Coring Theorem 3.7, p. 403; 4, Corollary

4.2, p. 179].
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THEOREM 1. Let A(C) be a A-ring (coring) finitely generated and projective as

a right A-module.

(a) A*(C*) is a Aop-coring (ring) finitely generated and projective as a right

Aop -module.

(b) There exist natural isomorphisms (A*)0 = A and (G*)° = G.

The natural question of whether one can study induced C * -modules instead of

induced C-comodules has a positive answer under some restrictions. Suppose A

is an artin algebra [1, p. 257], i.e. an i?-algebra which is a finitely generated R-

module, where R is a commutative artin ring with the radical r. If I(R/r) is an

injective envelope of R/r, then D = rlomn(_,I(R/r)) is a duality between mod A

and modAop [2, p. 242], where mod A is the category of finitely generated A-

modules. If A is an order over a complete discrete valuation ring R, then mod A

denotes the category of A-lattices, and the duality between mod A and mod Aop is

given by D = rlouin(_, R). For a A-ring (coring) A(C), indue A (indue G) is the

category of induced modules (comodules) of the form A <8>a M (C ®a M), where M

belongs to mod A. From [4, Theorem 4.4, p. 181] we get

THEOREM 2. Let A be an artin algebra or an order over a complete discrete val-

uation ring. If A(C) is a A-ring (coring) finitely generated and projective as a right

A-module, then D is a duality between the categories indue A and indue A* (indue C

and indue C* ).

Theorems 1 and 2 allow us to introduce matrix problems as those of classifica-

tion of induced modules, without resorting to the language of corings or DGC's.

Nevertheless, there is an essential restriction to carry over from that language. All

corings corresponding to DGC's have grouplikes, while corings without grouplikes

lead to "pathological" problems even in very simple situations [6, p. 308]. The

question: What rings are dual to corings with a grouplike? is answered by

THEOREM 3. Let A be a A-ring finitely generated and projective as a right A-

module. The dual Aop -coring A* has a grouplike if and only if, as a right module

homomorphism, the structure map i: A —* A has a left inverse whose kernel is a

right ideal of A.

PROOF. We first show if a A-coring (C,ji,e) has a grouplike g, then G* is a

Aop-ring satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3. By Theorem 1, this will prove the

necessity. That G* is a Aop-ring follows from [8, Proposition 3.2, p. 398] where the

multiplication m: C* ®a°p G* —► G* and unit i: Aop —» C* are defined as follows:

m(f ® h)(c) = ^2,h(f(xi)yi);        ¿(A)(c) = e(\c)
i

for all /,h G C*, c G C, A G A, where ß(c) = YLíxí®Ví- Since i(\)(g) = e(Xg) =

Xe(g) = A, evaluation at g, i.e. the map g*:C* —> Aop with g*(f) — f(g), f G C*, is

a left inverse to i: Aop —> G. It remains to show that Ker g* is a right G*-ideal. But

if / G Ker g* and h G C*, then m(f (g) h)(g) = h(f(g)g) = 0 because p,(g) — g® g.

Thus m(f®h) GKerg*.

Prove now the sufficiency of Theorem 3. Theorem 1 implies that A* is a Aop-

coring. Show g is a grouplike in A* if gi — 1 and Ker g is a right ideal.
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Apply the contravariant functor * = Hoiiia(- , A) to the following diagram of

A-bimodule homomorphisms:

A® A -^A^-A
A

We get the diagram

(A®A)* £- A* -^ Aop
A

of Aop-bimodule homomorphisms (here we identify A* with Aop). Since A is finitely

generated and projective as a right A-module, there exists a natural isomorphism

s: A* ®a°p A* —► (A ®A A)* of Aop-bimodules given by the formula

s(f®h)(x®y) = h(f(x)y)    for all /, h G A*, x,y G A;

see [4, Proposition 4.1, p. 179] or, more generally, [8, Linear Lemma 3.4, p. 400].

From the proof of Theorem 1 [4, pp. 179-180] we see that the Aop-coring structure

on A* is given by the comultiplication jt = s~1m* and counit e = i*. We have

e(g) = i*(g) = gi = 1. To prove that p,(g) = s~1m*(g) = g ® g, it suffices to show

that s(g ® g) = m*(g). From s(g ® g)(x ® y) = g(g(x)y), m*(g)(x ® y) = g(xy),

and g(x)y = (ig(x))y, one obtains

(m*(g) - s(g ® g))(x ®y) = g((x - ig(x))y) = 0,

sincez — ig(x) G Ker g which is a right ideal of A. Hence s(g®g) = m*(g).    Q.E.D.

REMARKS. 1. Interchanging the words left and right in Theorems 1-3, one gets

valid statements.

2. The rings described in Theorem 3 constitute a special case of augmented rings

in the terminology of [3]; see p. 143.

The author is grateful to the referee whose suggestions were very helpful in

improving the presentation.
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